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Background: Concerns about medical errors due to sleep deprivation
during residency training led the Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education to mandate reductions in work schedules. Although
call rotations with extended shifts continue, effects on resident sleepwake times and working memory capacity (WMC) have not been investigated.
Objectives: The objective of this study was to measure effects of call
rotations on sleep-wake times and WMC in internal medicine residents.
Methods: During 2 months of an internal medicine training program
adhering to ACGME work-hour restrictions (between April 2006 and
June 2007), residents completed daily WMC tests, wore actigraphy
watches, and logged their sleep hours. This observational study was
conducted during a call month requiring 30-hour call rotations every
fourth night, whereas the noncall month, which allowed sleep/wake
cycle freedom, was used as the control.
Main Outcome Measures: Sleep hours per night and WMC testing.
Results: Thirty-nine residents completing the study had less sleep

per night during their call month (6.4 vs 7.3 h per night noncall, p <
0.001) and sleep per night varied from 3.7 to 10.1 hours. Call rotation
caused greater self-assessed sleepiness and reduced WMC recall
scores (-2.6/test, p < 0.05), and more math errors occurred when on
call (+1.07/test, p < 0.04). Full recovery of WMC did not occur until the
fourth day after call. On-call rotation on the first month had a confounding detrimental effect on WMC.
Conclusion: A month of call rotations reduced overall sleep per night;
sleep hours per night were variable, and WMC was adversely affected.
Decreased WMC could explain impaired judgment during sleep deprivation, although clinical error rates were not evaluated.
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1999 report from the Institute of Medicine estimates that
approximately 100,000 people die in hospitals each year
due to preventable medical errors—60% to 80% of the errors
have been attributed to fatigue.1 Responding to a probable association between errors and patient safety, and with expectations to improve resident health and create a better resident
education experience, the Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education (ACGME) established requirements that
limited resident working hours to fewer than 80 hours per
week, restricted extended shifts to 30 hours or less, limited
average call frequency to no more than every third night, and
mandated a 10-hour rest period between shifts.2 In 2008, the
ACGME expanded the resident work-hour restrictions.3 Re-

cent studies have reported that limiting extended work shifts
can decrease the risk of medical errors4 and reduce the risk of
postcall automobile crashes.5 Neurobehavioral performance
of residents after heavy call (90 hrs work/week + night call
every 4th or 5th night) has been found to be equal to or worse
than performing with a blood alcohol level of 0.04% to 0.05%
during a light call (daytime clinic and backup night call) rotation.6 Recent reports have found a variable effect on patient
mortality rates after resident-hour reductions, ranging from no
change to slight improvement.7-9 But mortality rate is a blunt
multifactorial endpoint that may not reflect ineffectiveness of
an education experience or poor resident health status caused
by sleep deprivation. Other studies conducted since the imposition of work-hour restrictions have reported improvements
in rate of intensive care unit utilization, rates of discharge to
home or rehabilitation facilities, number of pharmacist interventions to prevent errors,10 and quality of care and efficiency
in the coronary intensive care unit.11 Nevertheless, the effect
on resident performance after a 30-hour work shift has not
been thoroughly studied.12
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Lack of sleep in residents has been found to affect mood,
relationship-related stresses, and performance on simulated or
standardized tests.13 The mechanisms responsible for the effects
of sleep deprivation on residents’ performance have not been
explored. Although prior studies have documented errors and
adverse events associated with resident sleep deprivation,4-5,13-14
this study explores changes in working memory capacity
(WMC) in sleep-deprived residents as a potential mechanism
leading to errors and adverse events.
WMC is the ability to retain and manipulate information or
sensory input to perform multiple tasks15 and is a combination
of attention, concentration, and short-term memory.16 Deficits
in WMC have been shown to predict Alzheimer disease and the
effects of alcohol consumption, as well as a range of cognitive
phenomena.17-18 Studies support the idea that sleep is important
for memory consolidation19 and that sleep deprivation results
in decreased WMC.20-21 A test for WMC has been standardized
that is valid, reliable, and easy to administer.22
We hypothesized that sleep deprivation during a month of
extended work shifts would cause a measurable decrease in
WMC. Therefore, we measured WMC daily in internal medicine
residents during call and noncall (control) rotations. Wrist-worn
actigraphy, as well as sleep logs and self-reporting of sleepiness
levels, were used to monitor sleep duration and its subjective
effect. Specifically, we hypothesized that call rotations would
reduce sleep duration—as measured by actigraphy—causing a
reduction in WMC-recall scores and an increase in WMC-test
errors.

log. The wrist actigraphs (MicroMini Motionlogger, Ambulatory Monitoring, Ardsley, NY) were collected weekly for data
download, and, subsequently, the data were analyzed by Action 4 Software (Ambulatory Monitoring). Analysis involved
eliminating times that the watch was taken off and determining a movement score per minute that exceeded a threshold for
wakefulness. A calculation of sleep percentage per 24-hour period was determined from noon each day. Standardized WMC
testing was performed daily between 11:00 and 14:00, as work
allowed, in the resident’s work area where orders and notes are
written. This 20-minute test is the automated version of the operation span task (A-Ospan) test, which is a reliable computerbased test of WMC (Appendix).22 Each testing session involved
an instruction and practice period followed by taking the test in
which residents attempt to solve 75 simple math problems in
blocks of 3 to 7 problems per block. A response to each problem
reveals a letter that must be recalled in the correct sequence for
that block. WMC testing must have been completed on more
than 50% of the in-house days for inclusion in data analysis.
The residents also, subjectively, scored their sleepiness from
0 (alert) to 10 (very sleepy) before taking the daily WMC test.
Morning-evening person tendency questionnaires were conducted24 to assess possible associations with WMC testing results.
Based on data previously reported from a validation study15
and using standard statistical assumptions for α and β, a minimum required sample size to achieve significant differences
between months was estimated at 37 residents. The statistical
analysis was conducted using the R-statistical programming
language 25 employing a prospective, repeated-measures design in which each subject served as her or his own control.
Five outcome variables were analyzed in separate multivariate
models: Ospan score, letters recalled, math errors, accuracy errors, and speed errors. All of these scores range from 0 to 75
and were rescaled for analysis purposes so that higher-value
scores implied better performance (errors were scaled to report
number correct or number of errors). A separate analysis of the
outcome variable, mean daily hours of sleep, was calculated
from actigraph and sleep-log data. The key effects of interest
were (1) call versus noncall rotation impact on the 5 outcome
variables and (2) whether the call schedule was associated with
a reduction in mean daily sleep time. An order effect of the call
to noncall month compared to noncall to call month sequencing
was also analyzed.
For the 5 Ospan outcomes, a separate multilevel regression
model nesting Ospan scores within residents was fit for each
outcome. The main effect of interest in the models was call versus noncall rotation. The models also were adjusted for 3 types
of potentially confounding effects. First, they were adjusted for
the possible confounding demographic effects of resident age
and sex. Second, they accounted for mean daily caffeine intake, ESS score, and mean hours of sleep. Finally, the impact
of rotation sequence (precall, on-call, postcall, post-postcall),
time within rotation, prior rotation (on-call, no-call), and time
between rotations was examined. Since residents missed testing
on some days, we performed an analysis to ascertain if missing
outcome variables represented a potential response bias—this
was completed by a multivariate logistic regression model for
each of the 5 outcomes.

Methods
All residents in the internal medicine (PGY1-3) and medicine/pediatric (PGY 1-4) training programs at Regions Hospital,
a teaching hospital affiliated with the University of Minnesota
Medical School Training Program, were invited to participate
in this study. The protocol was approved by the Institutional
Review Board. To participate, all residents were required to
sign an Institutional Review Board-approved informed consent. Each resident had to be scheduled within the year to call
(hospital ward) and noncall (usually outpatient or certain subspecialty rotations) month-long rotations. Month order was randomized, as scheduling was set prior to study entry; therefore,
start months were not necessarily consecutive or in a specific
order, nor did we have control over scheduling. A 1-hour studyrecruitment orientation session was presented to all residents
at the beginning of their rotations at Regions Hospital. Participation was voluntary, and no residents were excluded if they
were able to provide patient care during their call and noncall
months. Upon completion of the study, residents earned the minor incentive of an iPod shuffle. The call month required up to
30-hour shifts every fourth night. The noncall month allowed
residents to self-control their sleep-wake cycles. Both the call
and noncall monthly rotations followed ACGME guidelines,
that is, never exceeding 80 work hours per week.
Consenting residents completed a sleep questionnaire at the
beginning of the study that included an Epworth Sleepiness
Scale (ESS) assessment.23 The residents completed daily standardized sleep logs and wore actigraphy watches continuously.
Caffeine and alcohol intake were also recorded on the sleep
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66 Residents invited to
participate

Table 1—Results of Working-Memory Capacity Testing, Sleepiness Scores, and Hours of Sleep Per Day for the 39 Residents
During their Call and Noncall Months

10 chose not to participate—5 men/5 women, 27-34
y/o, mean age = 29.2 years

Month
Call
Noncall
Ospan score
54.11 (1.91) 56.71 (1.54)
Correct letters
65.47 (1.07) 67.15 (0.75)
Math errors
5.32 (0.40)
4.25 (0.33)
Speed errors
1.24 (0.19)
0.76 (0.11)
Accuracy errors
4.07 (0.27)
3.49 (0.29)
Sleepiness scores
3.65 (0.14)
2.43 (0.16)
Sleep, h			
Actigraphy
6.39 (0.13)
7.25 (0.12)
Log
7.08 (0.11)
7.71 (0.09)

17 withdrew due to
• watch allergy (1) man, 30 y/o
• schedule change (5) 3 men/2 women,
27-33 y/o
• Too busy (11) 5 men/6 women, 2736 y/o
• Overall mean age = 29.8 y

56 Residents consented to
participate in WMC study

39 completed study

• 12 men/27 women
• Age, mean ± SD, 28.5 ± 3.97 y
• Age, range, 24-43 y

Figure 1—Residents who participated, refused, and withdrew
from the study of working-memory capacity (WMC) and sleep.
Of the 66 residents who were invited, 56 consented to participate
during their call/noncall months. Seventeen residents withdrew
due to a watch allergy, schedule changes, or becoming too busy
to continue. Men tended to withdraw or refuse more than women.
Overall, the ����������������������������������������������������
3���������������������������������������������������
groups were similar in sex, age, and year of residency (55%-65% interns in each group).

Between April 2006 and June 2007, 66 residents were invited to participate in this study. Of the 66 residents who were initially recruited, 39 completed the compliance requirements for
WMC testing and sleep monitoring. Figure 1 displays characteristics of the refusals, those who withdrew with their reasons,
and the participants. Differences between the 3 groups were not
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apparent other than a tendency for men to refuse or withdraw.
The primary reason for withdrawing was the inability to complete WMC testing during the busy work schedule. Twenty-one
started with the call rotation, and 18 started with the noncall
rotation. The initial mean ESS score of the 39 participating residents was 9.8 ± 5.4. The Ospan test was completed by residents
on 16.7 ± 3.66 days (70%) during the call rotation and 15.1 ±
2.73 (76%) of the days during the noncall rotation.
Table 1 displays the mean unadjusted Ospan scores, sleepiness scores, and sleep hours per day via actigraphy and sleep
logs for residents during their call and noncall months. During the call-rotation month, the residents recalled fewer letters
per test—their mean Ospan and letters scores were lower by
2.6, p < 0.05, and 1.7, p < 0.05. The number of math errors,
speed errors, and accuracy errors were greater when residents
were on call (Table 1, Figure 2). Mean reported visual-analog

Results

correct responses

< 0.05
< 0.05
< 0.04
< 0.03
< 0.03
< 0.001

Data are presented as mean (SEM). The errors are reported as the
mean number of errors per testing session.

The daily-hours-of-sleep difference between the call versus
noncall months was analyzed by a linear regression model controlling for the confounding effects of age, sex, ESS score, daily
caffeine intake, and starting noncall.

Ospan Score

p Value

Figure 2—Mean daily working-memory capacity (WMC) test results (Ospan, Correct letters, Math errors, Accuracy errors, Speed errors)
during the call-rotation cycle for immediate postcall, postpostcall, precall, and call days. Mean WMC scores were lower on the immediate
postcall day, with gradual improvement until the call day. For comparison, mean daily WMC results for the entire noncall month are displayed
on the right of each graph. Mean daily WMC scores during the call-month days never achieved the levels of the on-call month.
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Table 2—Results of 5 Multivariate Models of WMC Tests
Ospan Score
Effect
p Value
66.845 < 0.001
7.001
0.041
-0.822
0.089
6.020a < 0.001a

Baseline WMC Score
Male
Age
Rotation
Sleepiness scoring at
Time of Test
Day in rotation (1-31)
Mean daily hours of sleep
during rotation
Mean daily caffeine
consumption
ESS Score
Began experiment on
noncall rotation
Noncall scores among
those starting Noncall

Letters
Effect
p Value
76.119 < 0.001
3.665 < 0.001
-0.708 < 0.001
-0.009a
0.58a

Math
Effect
p Value
74.640
< 0.001
0.508
0.45
-0.210
0.04
2.399a < 0.001a

Accuracy
Effect
p Value
76.356 < 0.001
0.381
0.44
-0.227
0.00
1.252a < 0.001a

Speed
Effect
p Value
72.220
< 0.001
0.086
0.78
0.048
0.30
1.122a < 0.001a

Mean
31%
28.13 y

-1.360a
0.329a

< 0.001a
< 0.001a

0.171a
0.107a

< 0.001a
0.76a

-0.254a
0.074a

< 0.001a
< 0.001a

-0.124a
0.054a

0.01a
< 0.001a

-0.125a
0.020a

< 0.001a
< 0.001a

3.08

0.242

0.089

2.705

0.10

-0.069

0.10

-0.077

0.01

0.010

0.71

7.20 h

0.398
0.141

0.517
0.617

-0.544
0.118

0.03
0.40

-0.429
0.038

0.01
0.52

-0.276
0.065

0.03
0.13

-0.092
-0.018

0.38
0.50

9.89

10.294a

0.002a

4.842a

< 0.001a

2.762a

< 0.001a

1.486a

< 0.001a

1.336a

< 0.001a

-10.282a

< 0.001a

-5.531a

< 0.001a

-2.895a

< 0.001a

-1.331a

< 0.001a

-1.551a

< 0.001a

WMC refers to working-memory capacity; ESS, Epworth Sleepiness Scale. aSignificant.

completely random, but there was no suggestion that a pattern
of missingness was correlated with the outcomes of interest;
therefore, analysis proceeded without adjustments for missing
values.
The results of the final multivariate models of Ospan scores
are contained in Table 2. Male sex and age were slightly associated with greater letter recall. Sleepiness and rotation significantly impacted WMC, as was seen in 2 variables: sleepiness
scoring at time of test and rotation (on-call vs noncall). Sleepiness at time of testing was significantly associated with lower
overall Ospan scores (-1.36, p < 0.001), and more Math errors
(fewer correct) (-.254, p < 0.001), Accuracy errors (-.124, p
= .01), and Speed errors (-.125, p < 0.001). In this statistical
model, the mean daily hours of sleep during the rotation did
not correlate with WMC; however, both mean daily hours of
sleep and WMC scores were significantly decreased during
the call compared with the noncall months (Table 1, t-test).
Learning occurred during the experiment, as is seen with
increasing Ospan scores in Figure 3. Ospan scores increased
a mean of 0.33 points (p < 0.001) per day during a given rotation. However, this learning differed by exposure to the test.
Residents who began the experiment during an on-call rotation
tended to score 10.29 points lower (p = 0.002) during both rotations after multivariate adjustment (Table 2). A similar effect
was seen with the math, accuracy, and speed scores. The residents’ rotation at the start of the study appears to have a lasting
impact upon their Ospan performance. This effect can be seen
in Table 3 and Figure 3. Residents starting the study during their
call month had lower Ospan scores throughout the month, as
well as intermittent decreases seen after their call nights (callcall, diamonds).
Table 4 displays the results of the multivariate model of the
mean daily hours of sleep. Overall, residents slept 7 hours, 44
minutes per night. This did not appear to differ significantly by
age or sex. It also did not appear to be impacted by ESS score,
mean daily caffeine consumption, or starting on an on-call rotation. After adjusting for these factors, rotation (call vs noncall)
was a significant factor on mean daily hours of sleep, with an
effect of decreasing sleep by 35 minutes.

75.00
70.00

Ospan score

65.00
60.00
55.00
50.00
45.00
40.00
35.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617181920212223242526
Study day within month
Call-Call

Call-Noncall

Noncall-Call

Noncall-Noncall

Figure 3—Temporal Ospan scores by call order. The mean Ospan
scores are displayed for residents when assigned a call month first:
during their call month (Call-Call, diamonds) and during their
noncall month following the call month (call-noncall, squares).
Scores are shown for residents assigned to their noncall month
first: during their call month (noncall-call, triangles) following the
noncall month and during their noncall month (noncall-noncall,
xs). Note that a training or learning phase is apparent for each
call-rotation group in which their scores gradually improve until
approximately the 20th day of the rotation. An order effect was
found to be significant—when the call month was assigned first,
the Ospan scores for that month were lower than the other assignment combinations until late into the month.

sleepiness scores (0 = alert, 10 = very sleepy) were greater
during the call rotation (3.65 ± 0.9 [mean ± SD] p < 0.001)
compared with the non-call–rotation month (2.43 ± 0.99). The
mean daily sleep duration during the call rotation (according
to sleep log) was 7.08 hours, whereas sleep time was greater
(p < 0.001), 7.71 hours, during the noncall rotation. Mean
daily sleep duration by actigraphy was also significantly less
during call compared with noncall rotations (6.39 hours vs
7.25 hours, p < 0.001).
The logistic-regression model showed no evidence that missing an Ospan score correlated with cognitive performance. For
residents who missed testing sessions, missing values were not
Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine, Vol.5, No. 3, 2009
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Table 3—Predicted Working Memory Capacity Scores
First Rotation-Current Rotation
Call-Call
Noncall-Call
Performance Difference
Call-Noncall
Noncall-Noncall
Performance Difference

mean hours/day

14
12

sleep log

Ospan
56.74
67.04
-10.29
62.76
62.78
-0.01

Letters
61.40
64.17
-2.76
63.80
63.67
0.13

Effect
Mean daily hours of sleep
7 h 44 min
Age
-1 min
Male
-20 min
Rotation
35 min
ESS score
-1 min
Start on noncall rotation
-10 min
Mean daily caffeine consumption
-9 min
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65.69
67.17
-1.49
66.94
67.09
-0.16

Speed
71.71
73.04
-1.34
72.83
72.61
0.22

Table 4—Result of Multivariate Models of Mean Daily Hours of
Sleep
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Multiple R-Squared: 0.272; Adjusted R-squared: 0.2068. ESS refers to Epworth Sleepiness Scale.

Figure 4—The mean variability in daily sleep time caused by call
rotation, compared with noncall rotations. Daily mean sleep hours
based on sleep logs and actigraphy during the 4-day call cycle
rotation show decreased sleep on the call night followed by sleep
payback during the subsequent 3 nights. The 4-day sleep-cycle
pattern during the call rotation contrasts with the narrow range of
sleep time per night during the noncall rotation. The noncall sleep
pattern shows a comparatively minor payback on Friday and Saturday nights for, presumably, debt incurring during the week.

Discussion
This was an observational study with residents serving as
their own controls. We report the detrimental effect of a call
rotation on WMC testing, as well as documenting more accuracy, speed, and math errors when residents are on a call schedule that requires extended shifts of up to 30 hours every fourth
night. Associated measures of impaired clinical decision-making abilities or error rates were not evaluated during this investigation. Decreased sleep time during the call month was well
documented by sleep logs and wrist-actigraph monitoring.
WMC may be a good marker of the potential mechanism for
impaired judgment because the tasks of on-call residents are, by
their very nature, complex; the residents are required to simultaneously assimilate, prioritize, and act on multiple sources of
information in a stressful setting. This is particularly important
because overnight and postcall errors in medication ordering
have been reported to be higher, particularly in PGY1.26 Eliminating interns’ extended work shifts in an intensive care unit
has been reported to significantly increase sleep and to decrease
attention failures.27 On the other hand, acute sleep deprivation
in thoracic surgical residents has not been shown to affect operative outcomes.28 Similarly 24 hours of call with acute fatigue
does not worsen surgery residents’ mood under the 80-workhours-per-week regulations.29 A paradoxical increase in sleeplatency time on the Multiple Sleep Latency Test has recently
been reported in night-float residents.30 Many studies have
looked at the task performance of residents who are sleep deprived as the result of working extended shifts, but few studies
have tested solutions other than eliminating extended shifts or
allowing on-duty napping.31
Although the results of this study associate call rotation with
WMC reduction in residents, an associated sleep deprivation
itself may not be fully predictive of resident errors. We recognize that WMC deficit is only 1 of the possible mechanisms for
causing errors; therefore, we can not speculate on the likelihood

Ten residents scored slightly better on WMC testing during
their call (vs noncall) rotation months. No clear factors, including age, ESS score, sleep duration, the number of caffeinated
beverages, or “morning-evening person” tendencies could be
identified that explain this ability. Although this finding is curious, only 3 residents recalled more than 5 letters or test better
during their respective call month.
Actigraphy-based Sleep Cycles
Twenty-nine residents were compliant with actigraphy monitoring wearing, their watches 23.2 ± 3.3 days when on call,
compared with������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������
20.9 ± 4.3 days not on call. Data from 10 residents were excluded from the actigraphy monitoring because
the residents were noncompliant with wearing the watch on
an adequate number of days ( > 50%). Actigraphy sleep hours
were consistently less than sleep hours recorded by sleep logs
(Figure 4). Sleep time included both naps and longer periods of
consolidated sleep. The 4-day sleep-cycle pattern for the callmonth rotation displayed in Figure 4 was distinctly different
than the 7-day cycle for the noncall month. The mean number
of actigraphy sleep hours for the “call” night was 3.7 hours,
compared with 10.1 hours postcall. Call-month cycling was
characterized by sleep reduction during the call day followed
by payback for the following 3 days. The non-call–month pattern displayed little daily variation other than minor increases in
amount of sleep per night on Friday and Saturday, presumably
due to payback from debt accumulated during the week.
Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine, Vol.5, No. 3, 2009
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that call rotations will alter clinical decision-making abilities
due to our reported effect on WMC.
This study provides solid and reliable sleep data collected
over an extended period by sleep logs and verified by wrist
actigraphy. The data document that overall sleep deprivation
caused by call rotations affects WMC. This documentation of
actual sleep deprivation is lacking from most studies of residents’ sleep. Performance, automobile crashes, errors, mood,
or stress have been evaluated after call,4-5,13-14 but a measured
overall lack of sleep, including the adverse effect of imposing a
4-day cycle of markedly altered sleep-wake times, has not been
previously reported in studies of residents’ sleep. Overall, the
decreased mean number of hours of sleep during the call month
did not associate with decreased WMC, but the addition of the
highly variable sleep pattern accounted for in the “rotation”
variable had a significant effect on WMC. To our knowledge,
this is the only study showing that, when sleep debt incurred
during the call night is not “paid off,” residents remain in sleep
debt during major portions of the rotation. We also observed a
minor sleep-debt payoff during the non-call–month rotation, as
seen by increased sleep time during weekends. This study provides examples of slow (noncall) vs rapid (call) sleep payoff, as
has been previously described.32
ACGME rules have concentrated on minimizing sleep deprivation and subsequently improving safety by mandating an
overall reduction in work hours. The detrimental effect of variable call schedules within the 80-hour–limit rule has not been
rigorously evaluated.12 Residents’ schedules should be designed
to provide safe care by clear-thinking residents, offer an optimal learning experience, and minimize detrimental health effects on the residents.
A subgroup of residents in this study did not show a decline
in WMC testing during their call rotations. For these residents,
WMC testing may not be sensitive to sleep-debt problems,
or the residents may be resistant to the effects of call and are,
therefore, better able to tolerate sleep deprivation. Previous
studies have found variable effects of sleep deprivation.33-34 Responses from our morning-eveningness questionnaire did not
reveal an association with WMC results or other factors that
might explain how these residents “beat the test.” The potential mechanisms behind this phenomenon require further study.
These residents may have similarities to the surgical residents
who were reported to perform as well or better when tired.28-29
The detrimental effects of sleep deprivation may, in fact, be
dependent on an individual’s vulnerability, as well as complex
circadian and sleep-duration factors.
A number of limitations prevent a generalization of our results to other residency training programs or other settings.
This was a single site study, limiting generalizability, and the
overall compliance rate of this study was reduced at 70% to
75%. Unfortunately, the demands in the clinical areas did not
allow residents to complete all requested WMC testing, but we
speculate that testing when the residents are too busy or tired to
attempt the tests would, in fact, have strengthened our findings.
A significant confounding factor is the order effect identified in
an interaction found between call rotation and starting the study
during the call month. Residents starting the study on call had
the burden of less sleep and a varying sleep-wake pattern while
learning to perform the WMC testing, and we found a significant
Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine, Vol.5, No. 3, 2009

order effect (interaction) in our data analysis. Also, this study
was not blinded—residents were aware of their rotation status
during WMC testing, and that knowledge might have affected
their interest in performing well on the tests, although that potential bias was not expressed. Although the results of this study
are statistically definitive, we did not evaluate whether the deficiencies in WMC caused medical errors or otherwise impaired
clinical decision making. Therefore, we cannot speculate on the
importance of reduced WMC on clinical decisions, other than
emphasizing this deficiency as a potential cause for impairment.
To assess this association, an expanded study would be required
that simultaneously evaluates WMC and clinical errors, such as
incorrect prescription dosages.
In summary, residents experienced significant reductions in
sleep hours during their call-month rotation. During call rotations, WMC recall rates were adversely affected, test errors increased, and self-reported sleepiness was greater. In addition,
recovery from call required 3 nights of sleep to return to the
baseline, and, on postcall nights, residents slept more than 10
hours before awakening. Our results support recent recommendations by the Institute of Medicine to extend rest periods after
call and ensure at least 3 sleep nights between call rotations.
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Appendix

75 letters to recall. The problems and letters are blocked, with
each block containing a number of problems (between 3 and
7), with 1 letter to recall following each problem. At the end of
each block, a screen appears, and the resident attempts to select
the letters in the sequence in which they were revealed following the math problems. The number of correctly recalled letters
determines the letter score, and recalling letters in the correct
sequence determines the Ospan score. Incorrectly solved problems count as accuracy errors, and problems not solved in time
are speed errors. Math errors are the sum of the accuracy and
speed errors. The perfect score is Ospan score 75, total correct
letters 75, math errors 0, speed errors 0, and accuracy errors 0.

Automated Ospan Test
The automated Ospan (A-Ospan) is a computerized test that
includes items (letters) to remember and a distracting activity
in the form of problem solving. The A-Ospan consists of a basal
part and the actual test. The basal part includes 12 problems to
solve without letters to memorize, and a mean time used to solve
the 12 equations is calculated to determine when equations will
disappear during the actual test (for establishing speed error criteria). The actual test consists of 75 simple math problems with
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